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Abstract: This study describes the results of a numerical investigation aimed at developing and
validating a non-hydrostatic depth-averaged model for flow problems where the horizontal length
scales close to flow depth. For such types of problems, the steep-slope shallow-water equations are
inadequate to describe the two-dimensional structure of the curvilinear flow field. In the derivation of
these equations, the restrictive assumptions of negligible bed-normal acceleration and bed curvature
were employed, thus limiting their applicability to shallow flow situations. Herein, a Boussinesq-type
model is deduced from the depth-averaged energy equation by relaxing the weakly-curved flow
approximation to deal with the non-hydrostatic steep flow problems. The proposed model is solved
with an implicit finite difference scheme and then applied to simulate steady free-surface flow
problems with strong curvilinear effects. The numerical results are compared to experimental data,
resulting in a reasonable overall agreement. Further, it is shown that the discharge characteristics
of free flow over a round-crested weir are accurately described by using a Boussinesq-type
approximation, and the drawbacks arising from a standard hydrostatic approach are overcome.
The suggested numerical method to determine the discharge coefficient can be extended and adopted
for other types of short-crested weirs.

Keywords: open channel hydrodynamics; curvilinear transcritical flow; flow-structure interactions;
non-hydrostatic flow; critical flow conditions; numerical models

1. Introduction

The dynamics of open channel flows have been the subject of many experimental and numerical
studies in the past. The outcomes of such studies have been used for developing effective resource
management strategies for natural and regulated river flows, as well as for assessing the transports of
pollutant and nutrients including eco-geomorphic interactions in rivers. They have also been applied to
develop numerical tools for evaluating different design alternatives for a complex hydraulic structure
where the streamline vertical curvatures induced by a curved boundary significantly affect the free
overflow characteristics. Maximising the hydraulic performance of such an overflow structure is still
an issue of continually growing interest for practicing engineers and decision makers. A practical
approach based on a higher-order approximation for the effects of the vertical acceleration of the
curvilinear flow is necessary to address this issue.

In practice, computational models based on the steep-slope form of the shallow-water equations
have been commonly used to analyse free-surface flow problems. Such models are computationally
efficient and are able to simulate many shallow flow features quite satisfactorily. The governing
equations of the models were developed by using the restrictive assumptions of negligible bed-normal
acceleration and bed curvature (see, e.g., [1–3]). Consequently, these lower-order equations are not able
to describe adequately the necessary flow details over the vertical dimension and hence, do not provide
accurate solutions for flow problems where the effects of the dynamic pressure are significant [4–6].
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Many investigators proposed more complete formulations of the hydrodynamic equations of
an open channel flow by accounting for a non-hydrostatic pressure distribution effect, rather than
resorting to the shallow-water theory or the results of more expensive physical model tests. Fawer [7]
was one of the earliest investigators to extend the energy equation by taking into account the effects of
the free-surface and the bed curvatures. His method was based on the assumptions of irrotational flow
and a nonlinear variation of streamline vertical curvature from the bed to the free surface. Fawer’s
approach resulted in second-order open-channel flow equations for a steady curved flow, which are
rewritten here as

E =
q2

2gH2 +
q2

gH(N + 2)
Hxx +

q2

2gH
Zxx + H (1a)

pb
γ

= H +
q2N

gH(N + 1)
Zxx +

q2

gH(N + 1)
ηxx (1b)

dE
dx

= S0 − Se (1c)

where H is the local flow depth measured vertically; q is the unit discharge; g is acceleration due to
gravity; E is the specific energy head; S0 is the local bed slope; Se is the energy gradient; Zxx and
ηxx are the second derivatives of the bed and the free-surface profiles, respectively; pb is the bottom
pressure; γ is the unit weight of the fluid; and N is an exponent for the assumed variation of the
streamline curvature. In this method, however, the effects of streamline inclination have not been
considered. The familiar specific energy equation for parallel-streamline flow in a horizontal bed
channel can be deduced from Equation (1a) by neglecting all the derivative terms. Using similar
closure hypotheses, Hager and Hutter [8] developed a Boussinesq-type energy equation in a streamline
coordinate system. However, the application of their equation is limited to a geometrically mild-slope
flow situation. Hager [9] extended the method of the derivation by considering a relatively higher-order
of approximation for the streamline curvature effects as compared to Hager and Hutter’s [8] method.
As a result of this, his equation is applicable to flow problems with moderately sloped (up to 30◦)
and curved streamlines. Using an analogous but a higher-order method based on the Picard iteration,
Matthew [10] developed a Boussinesq-type potential-flow equation in a Cartesian coordinate system.
Matthew’s [10] approach was later applied by Castro-Orgaz and Hager [11] for analysing unsteady
free-surface flow problems, which was originally proposed by Matthew for such problems. Similar to
Fawer’s approach, the Matthew approach for the extended energy equation theoretically valids for
free-surface flows with weakly sloped and curved streamlines. For curvilinear flows in a moderate
slope channel, Zerihun [12] investigated Matthew’s equation and found satisfactory agreement with
their experiments. Following the method proposed by Benjamin and Lighthill [13], Marchi [14,15]
presented a higher-order one-dimensional equation, which is identical in structure to Matthew’s
equation, using a Cartesian coordinate system. Other investigators [16] extended the Bernoulli
equation for moderately curved free-surface flows closely following Hager’s [9] approach. All these
Boussinesq-type equations [8,9,16] were derived by taking the flow depth as the vertical projection
of an equipotential curve rather than a true vertical distance between the channel bed and the free
surface, as was done by Matthew [10]. This implies that the application of such equations to curvilinear
flow problems requires further simplifying assumptions on the structure of the flow for estimating the
undetermined parameters. For a steep open-channel flow over curved surfaces, Berger [2] extended
the Dressler [17] perturbation approach to derive the curved-flow equations. Analogous to Dressler’s
equations, however, his equations do not separate the effects of the curvature of the free surface
from the bed curvature and reduce to the Saint-Venant equations for curvilinear flows in a mild-slope
channel. This significant loss of information on the vertical structure of the flow field is the drawback of
this approach as compared to earlier Boussinesq-type methods. For ideal fluid flows, a depth-averaged
form of Bernoulli’s equation, along with correction coefficients for the actual distributions of velocity
and pressure in the flow field, has been proposed by Jaeger [18], Liggett [19] and Chanson [20].
Recently, Castro-Orgaz and Chanson [21] further investigated this depth-averaged equation for curvilinear
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potential-flow problems. However, the application of this equation to such types of flow problems requires
a prior knowledge of the distributions of the pressure and the kinetic-energy correction coefficients.

As described above, most of the previous studies on the development of the hydrodynamic
equations of a curvilinear free-surface flow, with the exception of Berger’s [2] and Hager’s [9] methods,
are based on the assumption of slightly curved and sloped streamlines. Such an approximation may
restrict the range of application of the equations (see, e.g., [12]). The method of deriving the governing
equations of a curved-streamline flow based on the energy principle, therefore, must address the
effects of nonuniform velocity and non-hydrostatic pressure distributions, as well as a hydraulically
steep slope effect. This research work is motivated by the desire to overcome the limitations associated
with the numerical modelling of free-surface flows with curvilinear streamlines, which involves further
generalisation of the depth-averaged energy method by relaxing the weakly-curved flow approximation.
The proposed approach results in a hydrodynamic model that incorporates a higher-order correction
for the effects of both the vertical curvatures of the streamline and the steep free-surface slope, thereby
accurately describing the structure of the rapidly-varied flow situations. Therefore, the main objectives
of this study are: (i) to develop a higher-order depth-averaged model that includes more information
on the vertical details of the flow structure; (ii) to provide a comprehensive assessment of the feasibility
of the model for practical steady flow problems with a strong curvilinear effect; (iii) to assess the
influence of the weakly-curved flow simplifying approximation on the solutions of the problems;
and (iv) to demonstrate the validity of the model results by a number of existing experimental data.
The performance of the proposed model is tested by considering a non-hydrostatic flow problem with
continuous free-surface profiles such as transcritical flows over sharply-curved hydraulic structures.
The two-dimensional (2D) characteristics of the selected problems enable us to examine how the model
behaves at a flow transition from subcritical to supercritical state. Also, the numerical results of these
problems provide vital information regarding the significance of the higher-order terms of the model
equations, which can be used to simplify the equations for a specific type of practical application. It is
worth noting that the method presented in this study is limited to the analysis of non-viscous flows.

Following a brief summary of the derivation of the governing equations, the paper presents a
description of the main features of the computational model namely the spatial discretisation of the
equations. The solution procedures for the resulting nonlinear discretised equations with reference
to the case studies are outlined. The boundary conditions of the numerical model are also discussed.
A brief discussion of the model results is presented by comparing them to experimental data from the
literature. The paper is ended by conclusive remarks.

2. Governing Equations

Consider the longitudinal profile of a rapidly-varied flow in an open channel, as shown in Figure 1.
Let there be a Cartesian coordinate system, where x is horizontal along the channel, y is horizontal in
the transverse direction; and z is vertically upward. For steady 2D flow, the depth-averaged energy
equation may be written as (see, e.g., [18,19])

He =
1
q

η∫
Z

(
u2 + w2

2g
+

p
ρg

+ ϑ

)
udz (2)

where He denotes the total energy head; u is the velocity in the streamwise x-direction; w is the vertical
velocity; ϑ = (z− Z) cos2 θs + Z; z is the elevation of a point in the flow field; Z is the bed elevation;
η refers to the free-surface elevation; ρ is the density of the fluid; p is the pressure; and θs is the angle
of the free-surface streamline (denoted by the subscript s) with the horizontal. As noted by Jaeger [18]
and Rouse [22], Equation (2) describes the depth-averaged total energy, determined between the
free-surface and bed streamlines for an incompressible and non-viscous fluid.
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The distribution of the horizontal velocity at a vertical section may be approximated by its
depth-averaged value as [23]

u =
q
H

(3)

By applying Leibnitz’s rule, the integration of the 2D continuity equation from z to η can be
written in the form:

η∫
z

∂u
∂x

dz +

η∫
z

∂w
∂z

dz =
∂

∂x

η∫
z

u(z)dz + u(z)zx − u(η)ηx + ws − w = 0 (4)

Inserting Equation (3) into Equation (4) and applying the free-surface kinematic boundary
condition, ws = ηxus, results for the vertical velocity distribution in

w =
q
H

Hxζ +
q
H

Zx (5a)

ζ =
z− Z
η − Z

(5b)

where us and ws are the horizontal and vertical velocity components at the free surface, respectively;
and ζ is a non-dimensional vertical coordinate. In the above equations, the subscript x denotes
differentiation with respect to the horizontal axis.

If an(= κu2 sec2 θ) is the normal acceleration, the Euler equation of motion along a reference axis
normal to the local free-surface can be expressed as follows (see, e.g., [24,25]):

1
ρ

∂p
∂n

= Gn − ξκu2 sec2 θ (6)

where κ (= 1/R) is the local streamline curvature; ∂p/∂n is the pressure gradient; ξ accounts for the
deviation of the free-surface slope from the local streamline inclination; R is the radius of curvature; and
Gn = −g cos θs. The contribution of the streamline geometry parameter, β(= ξκ sec2 θ), in Equation (6)
may be approximated by assuming a linear distribution across the flow depth as

β =

 ηxx√
1 + (ηx)

2
− Zxx√

1 + (ηx)
2
(

1 + (Zx)
2
)
ζ +

Zxx√
1 + (ηx)

2
(

1 + (Zx)
2
) (7a)

ξ =
1√

1 + (zx)
2
√

1 + (ηx)
2
+

zxηx√
1 + (zx)

2
√

1 + (ηx)
2

(7b)
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To obtain the vertical component of the pressure gradient, ∂n is substituted by ∂z cos θs in
Equation (6). Inserting Equations (3) and (7a) into Equation (6) and then integrating the resulting
expression in the z-direction using the dynamic boundary condition, p(η) = 0, yields the pressure
distribution equation for flow in a rectangular channel

p
γ

=
(1− ζ)H

ω1
+

q2Zxx(1− ζ)

gHω1ω2
+

q2

2gHω1

(
ηxx −

Zxx

ω2

)(
1− ζ2

)
(8)

where Zx(= −S0) is the local bed gradient of the channel; ω1 = 1 + (ηx)
2; and ω2 = 1 + (Zx)

2.
The first term on the right-hand side of Equation (8) represents the modified hydrostatic pressure

as a result of the effect of the steep streamwise gradient, while the second and third terms stand for
the component of the dynamic pressure due to the effects of the vertical acceleration. For the case of
gradually-varied free-surface flow with negligible curvature of streamline in a mild-slope channel,
the contributions of the free-surface and bed curvatures terms are insignificant (ηxx = Zxx = 0 and
ω1 = ω2 ∼= 1.0). Under this flow condition, Equation (8) reduces to the hydrostatic pressure equation
which corresponds to the shallow-water theory. The pressure at the bed of the channel can be deduced
from Equation (8) by setting ζ = 0 as

pb
γ

=
H
ω1

+
q2

2gHω1

(
ηxx +

Zxx

ω2

)
(9)

Substituting Equations (3), (5a) and (8) into Equation (2) and then integrating the resulting
expression with respect to z over the flow depth gives the following equation for steady flow in a
rectangular channel:

He =
q2

2gH2

(
α + Z2

x + HxZx +
(Hx)

2

3

)
+

q2

3gHω1
Hxx +

q2Zxx

6gHω1

(
2ω2 + 1

ω2

)
+

H
ω1

+ Z (10a)

dHe

dx
= −S f (10b)

where α is the Coriolis velocity correction coefficient; and S f is the friction slope. Equation (10a) is a
generalised higher-order equation for steady 2D hydraulically steep flow problems where the vertical
accelerations play a significant role. Although this equation was developed based on the assumption
of non-viscous flows, it incorporates a term that takes into account the effects of boundary friction
(but not internal) in the streamwise energy balance, as in Serre [23]. For the case of quasi-uniform
free-surface flows in a constant slope channel (α ∼= 1.0), Equation (10a) reduces to the steep-slope form
of the energy equation [26],

He =
q2

2gH2

(
1 + Z2

x

)
+

H(
1 + η2

x
) + Z (11)

whereas Fawer’s [7] equation degenerates to the Bernoulli equation, which corresponds to the
zeroth-order approximation of Equation (10a). It is evident that Equation (1a) can be deduced from
Equation (10a) by neglecting all products of derivatives. All these reveal that the main differences
between the present model and earlier results by Fawer [7] and Matthew [10] are all in the nonlinear
coefficients of the spatial derivative terms, as described by Equation (13). In Equation (10a), these
coefficients and the derivative terms take into account the effect of steep free-surface slope besides
the effect of the vertical acceleration of the flow, and their associated effects on the velocity and
pressure distributions. Differentiating Equation (11) with respect to x results in the following equation
(assuming that ηx ∼= Zx) for a gradually-varied flow in a steep-slope channel [4]:

dH
dx

=
S0 − S f

1
(1+Z2

x)
− q2

gH3

(
1 + Z2

x
) (12)

The conventional hydraulic approximation can be obtained by neglecting the steep-slope effect in
Equation (12), 1 + Z2

x
∼= 1, to give the classical version of this equation for such a type of free-surface

flow in a mild-slope channel.
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In this study, Equations (9) and (10a) will be employed to obtain detailed descriptions of the
local and global flow characteristics of a curved-streamline flow in a rectangular channel. In these
equations, the unknowns to be solved numerically using an implicit finite difference scheme, which
will be described in the following section, are the flow depth and the bottom pressure. The numerical
solutions of the equations will be compared to measurements in order to determine the validity of the
proposed model for non-hydrostatic free-surface flow problems.

3. Numerical Method

Equation (10a) is a second-order ordinary differential equation which requires two boundary
conditions to be prescribed either at the upstream and downstream ends or at the upstream end
only. These two extreme sections may be located in a weakly non-hydrostatic flow region, so that
lower-order equations can be applied to compute the boundary values. Further discussion on the
implementation of boundary conditions with reference to the case studies will be presented in the next
section. For the purpose of discretisation, Equation (10a) can be rewritten in a more compact form as

λ0,j Hxx,j + λ1,j

(
Hx,j

)2
+ λ2,j Hx,j + λ3,j = 0 (13)

where λ0,j, λ1,j , λ2,j and λ3,j are the nonlinear coefficients of the governing equation at node j and are
expressed by:

λ0,j =
q2

3gHjω1,j
(14a)

λ1,j =
q2

6gH2
j

(14b)

λ2,j =
q2

2gH2
j

Zx,j (14c)

λ3,j =
q2
(

α + Z2
x,j

)
2gH2

j
+

q2Zxx,j

6gHjω1,j

(
2ω2,j + 1

ω2,j

)
+

Hj

ω1,j
+ Zj −

(
He,0 − Hl,j

)
(14d)

where He,0 is the total energy head at the inflow section; and Hl,j is the head loss between the inflow
section and a downstream section at node j. The first and second spatial derivative terms in Equation (13)
are discretised using the four-point finite difference approximations as [27]

Hx,j =
1

6∆x

(
Hj−2 − 6Hj−1 + 3Hj + 2Hj+1

)
(15a)

Hxx,j =
1

(∆x)2

(
Hj−1 − 2Hj + Hj+1

)
(15b)

to minimise truncation errors, where ∆x is the size of the step. The application of the resulting
discretised equation at j = 1 and at the downstream end will introduce unknowns external to
the computational domain. This problem is avoided herein by using three-point central difference
and backward difference approximations to these derivative terms at these nodes. Equations (15a)
and (15b) are substituted using Equation (13) for each computational node, resulting in a system of
nonlinear implicit algebraic equations with K + 1 unknown flow depths (K is the total number of
computational points). This system of equations, together with the specified boundary conditions,
is simultaneously solved using an iterative method which proceeds from an assumed initial free-surface
position. The nonlinearity of the algebraic equations is resolved by using the Newton-Raphson method
with a numerical Jacobian matrix. The convergence of the numerical solutions is assessed based on the
relative change in solution criterion with a convergence tolerance of 10−6.

The next section will analyse the application of the proposed model to non-hydrostatic flow
problems with continuous free-surface profiles by comparing the simulation results to experimental
data. In such types of open-channel flow problems, friction is the cause of the loss of energy, which
is estimated in this study by the Darcy-Weisbach equation with the Colebrook-White formula for
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the friction factor. In this method, the effect of the steep gradient of the bed on flow resistance is
taken into account by considering a drag force tangent to the bed, as in Berger [4], which leads to a
resistance equation having a wetted perimeter term in the plane of the bed-normal section. Besides,
the Coriolis coefficient, α, was computed for all test cases based on a numerical procedure developed by
Zerihun [12] using experimentally determined horizontal velocity profiles. The computed coefficient
attained a minimum value of 1.01 near the inflow section and a maximum value of 1.36 in the
curvilinear flow region. During the computations, the value of the Coriolis coefficient was varied
along the computational nodes.

As part of the experimental work, scale effects due to surface tension and viscosity on the
experimental results were investigated using appropriate methods. The investigation results showed
that the selected experimental data is free of scale effects. Accordingly, the viscous stress is of less
importance in the simulation of the global flow characteristics of the problems.

For all test cases, the size of the step was kept between 4% and 17% of the flow depth at the
inflow section. When model computations were performed on a spatial step size, whose interval
length was greater than the outflow depth, the numerical results revealed appreciable deviation from
measurements due to the effect of discretisation error. For such a coarser step size, the reduction in
total number of computational nodes did not lead to a significant decrease in computational time as
compared to the computational effort of a finer step size. Only, step-size independent computational
results based on a finer step size were presented in this study.

4. Model Application and Testing

4.1. Non-Hydrostatic Flow over a Spillway

The experiments of this test case were conducted using a horizontal flume with cross-section
464 mm wide and 905 mm high; the length of the flume was 6710 mm. A flip-bucket spillway model
with upstream and downstream slopes of 70◦ and 20◦, respectively, was built and installed in the flume.
The floor and walls of the model were made of Plexiglass. The spillway crest and the flip bucket were
constructed of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe segments with radii 162 mm and 154 mm, respectively
and a bucket deflection angle of 45◦. The circular-shaped bucket was designed to discharge the jet
freely into the air. Under the conditions of the experiment, air entrainment in the supercritical flow was
absent. The free-surface elevations along the centreline of the flume were measured to a precision of
0.1 mm using a manual point gauge. Similarly, the pressure on the spillway surface was measured by
means of pressure tappings. Despite the small flow rates used in the tests, the results of the experiment
were free of scale effects. More details on the experimental system can be found in Khan [28].

The flow problem was simulated by setting up a computational domain that encompassed the
entire system of the spillway and the flip bucket, as shown in Figure 2. The flow depth at the inflow
section (j = 0) and atmospheric bottom pressure at the end of the free-discharging bucket (j = m)
were specified as boundary conditions. Figure 3a compares the computed free-surface profile with
Khan’s [28] experimental data. In this figure, the dimensionless free-surface elevation, η/Hw(Hw is
the height of the overflow structure, HD is the flow depth at the upstream end), is shown versus the
normalised streamwise horizontal coordinate, x/Hw. The numerical result for free-surface profile
shows very close agreement with measurement in the subcritical flow region and along the chute of
the spillway, where the effects of the streamline vertical curvatures are insignificant. Similar model
performance results can be observed over the spillway crest and along the flip bucket. In this flow
region, the distribution of the pressure is non-hydrostatic due to the curvilinearity of the streamlines
stemming from the curvatures of the circular-shaped spillway crest and flip bucket, as illustrated in
Figure 3b. Additionally, the steep free-surface slope of the supercritical flow along the chute plays an
important role in modifying the effects of the resistive force in the flow. Subsequently, the pressure
distribution departs from hydrostatic (see, e.g., [26,29]) and attains a value of 88.5% of the static
pressure. As can be seen from this figure, the bottom pressure rises to a local maximum at x/Hw ∼= 2.87
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and then decreases to atmospheric pressure at the bucket end. Overall, the model accurately mimics
the bottom-pressure profile throughout the computational domain. The results of this test depict that
the proposed model is capable of resolving the steady rapidly-varied flow problem with continuous
free-surface profile to an acceptable degree of accuracy.
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4.2. Flow over Trapezoidal-Shaped Weirs

In this section, the predictions of Equation (10a) are compared with the results of Equation (1a)
in order to assess the effect of the weakly-curved flow approximation on the performance of the
previous equation. As described before, Equation (1a) is a special case of Equation (10a) under the
condition of an open channel flow with slightly sloped and curved streamlines. The experimental
data of Zerihun [12] and Madadi et al. [30] was selected to validate the numerical results. Zerihun [12]
carried out a series of experiments on flow over symmetrical trapezoidal-shaped weirs, made of
Plexiglass, with sides sloped at 26.6◦, whereas Madadi et al. [30] conducted similar experiments by
using unsymmetrical trapezoidal-shaped weirs with upstream side slopes varying from 21◦ to 90◦ and
a downstream side slope of 54◦. The unsymmetrical weir models made of PVC were installed in a
flume having glass sidewalls and metal floor. In both experiments, the free-surface elevations along
the centreline of the flume were measured by a point gauge of reading accuracy 0.1 mm.

The model boundary conditions employed for these test cases are a specified flow depth and a
free-surface slope, which was computed using the gradually-varied flow equation, at the upstream end.
The computed free-surface profiles for transcritical flow over a broad-crested weir with an upstream
face slope of 21◦ and a downstream one of 54◦ are compared with Madadi et al.’s [30] experimental data
in Figure 4a. The corresponding relative error, ε, is also shown in Figure 4b. Upstream of the critical
section, the two equations give identical results that agree well with measured data. In this region,
the effects of a non-hydrostatic pressure distribution and steep free-surface slope are insignificant. Near
the downstream edge of the weir crest, the result of Equation (1a) starts to deviate from measurements
due to the sharp vertical curvature of the streamline. On the downstream face of the weir, the flow is
gradually varied with a steep free-surface slope. Compared to measurements, Equation (1a) predicts
flow depths that are too shallow, with a mean relative error of 18% (see Figure 4b). This is due to the
fact that this equation does not include terms that account for the effects of a hydraulically steep slope.
In contrast, Equation (10a) accurately simulates the free-surface profile throughout the supercritical
flow region.
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Figure 4c compares the computed free-surface profiles for curvilinear transcritical flow over a
short-crested weir with Zerihun’s [12] experimental data. In the upstream subcritical flow region,
both equations simulate similar free-surface profile that has an undulatory character. Over the crest
of the weir, the free-surface elevation prediction of Equation (1a) slightly deviates from the results
of Equation (10a) and the experiment. As can be seen in Figure 4d, the maximum relative errors
in the simulation result of these equations are 2.1% and 4%. Downstream of the weir crest, both
equations accurately predict the elevations of the free-surface profile. For this moderately sloped
problem, the performance of both equations is satisfactory and the results are indistinguishable except
over the weir crest.

The results of the above test cases demonstrate that applying the simplifying assumption of small
streamline inclination and curvature gives a simpler and less accurate hydrodynamic equation for
curved flows in steeply sloping channels. Nonetheless, it is preferable to employ the more complicated
Equation (10a), which has performed well on moderate and steep slopes flow problems involving
curvilinear effects.

4.3. Curvilinear Overfalls

The feasibility of the proposed model and Fawer’s [7] equations was further examined by
modelling curvilinear flow with dual free-surfaces such as a rectangular free overfall. Such a flow
problem can be simulated by treating the fixed bed and the free jet portion of the flow as a single flow
problem and then applying both the flow profile and pressure equations. Figure 5 presents a schematic
diagram of the free overfall. For the free jet portion, the pressure at the underside of the nappe is
atmospheric. Using this known auxiliary boundary condition, the following discretised equation for
the elevation of the lower nappe of the jet, Z, is obtained from the bottom-pressure equation:

(
Zj−1 − 2Zj + Zj+1

) (ω2,j + 1
ω1,jω2,j

)
+

(
2gH2

j

ω1,jq2 (∆x)2 +
1

ω1,j

(
Hj−1 − 2Hj + Hj+1

))
= 0 (16)

At the downstream end (j = m), the elevation of the lower nappe was specified as an outflow
boundary condition for the solution of the free-surface profile of this nappe. Similarly, the discretised
form of Equation (13), together with the specified flow depth and atmospheric bottom pressure at
the upstream end (j = 0) and brink section, respectively, was solved numerically to model the upper
free-surface profile.
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The above numerical procedure for the solution of the proposed model provides a convenient
method of developing a discharge rating curve for free overfall with subcritical approach flow and
overcomes the drawbacks of the theoretical methods based on simplifying assumptions or empirical
relations originating from measurements.

The computed free-surface and bottom-pressure profiles for subcritical approach flow are
compared with Rouse’s [31] experimental data. The experiments were performed in a horizontal,
rectangular and smooth channel. The floor and sidewall of the channel were constructed from smooth
concrete. The free-surface elevations and the bottom-pressure profile were measured, respectively,
by point and hook gauges and piezometers. The uncertainty in the free-surface measurements was
±0.1 mm. Figure 6a shows the variation of the normalised free-surface elevation, η/Hc (Hc

(
= 3
√

q2/g
)

is the critical depth), with the normalised streamwise horizontal coordinate, x/Hc. Upstream of the
brink section, the results of Equations (1a) and (10a) show very close agreement with experimental
data. It can be seen from Figure 6a that the computational results of Equation (10a) for the lower- and
upper-nappe profiles of the jet correspond well with experimental data. Similar to the previous test
cases, the results of Equation (1a) for these profiles slightly depart from measurements. This numerical
experiment indicates that Equation (10a) is capable of simulating accurately the free overfall problem
with subcritical inflow condition irrespective of the sharp vertical curvatures of the streamline.
For subcritical inflow condition, the flow depth at the brink section is an important parameter for
estimating the discharge. Both equations predict this depth satisfactorily with relative errors of 3%
and 4%, as shown in Figure 6a,b.Fluids 2017, 2, 49 12 of 19 
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Figure 6d shows the results of Equations (1b) and (9) for the bottom-pressure profile upstream
of the brink section. In this figure, the non-dimensional bottom pressure at any section, pb/γHc,
is shown versus the normalised streamwise horizontal coordinate, x/Hc. As can be seen from this
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figure, the predicted results compare well with experimental data. The mean relative errors in the
numerical result of Equations (1b) and (9) are 3.4% and 4.2%, respectively.

4.4. Nature of the Higher-Order Curvature Terms

The equation of the non-hydrostatic depth-averaged model, Equation (10a), may be expressed as

E =
H
ω1

+
q2

2gH2 Φ (17)

where Φ is the depth-averaged correction coefficient for the dynamic effects of the vertical acceleration.
This coefficient may reach a value greater or lower than 1.0, depending on the slope and vertical
curvature of the streamline. For a quasi-uniform flow situation, Φ is very close to unity. Based on
the numerical results of Equation (10a), the variations of the correction coefficient, free-surface slope
and curvature along the streamwise horizontal distance are investigated for a non-hydrostatic flow
problem. It is apparent that the degree of approximation for these terms strongly influences the
overall quality of the simulation results of the extended energy equation. One of the experimental
results of Sivakumaran [32] for curved flow over a hump was invoked to verify the contribution of
the terms. These experiments were conducted in a horizontal flume 9150 mm long, 650 mm deep
and 300 mm wide. The flume was made of a steel frame with glass windows on both sides and its
floor was constructed from plywood. A symmetrical hump made of PVC was tested, among others.
The free-surface profile along the centreline of the hump was measured using a point gauge of reading
accuracy 0.10 mm.

As in the test case of flow over a trapezoidal-shaped weir, the flow depth and the free-surface
slope were specified as inflow boundary conditions. Figure 7a compares the numerical result for
free-surface profile with Sivakumaran’s [32] experimental data. As shown in this figure, the simulated
free-surface profile shows good agreement with the experiment data. The variations of the free-surface
slope, ηx and the relative curvature, Ψ

(
= ηxx H/ω3/2

1

)
, are plotted in Figure 7b,c, respectively. It can

be seen from this figure that the slope and curvature of the free-surface attain maximum values at a
section just downstream from the crest of the hump. As described before, the flow field of this region is
characterised by a departure from the hydrostatic pressure distribution due to the effects of the vertical
acceleration. In the vicinity of the inflow and outflow sections, the flow is nearly horizontal with parallel
streamlines. Consequently, the contributions of these two terms are negligible. The computational
result for the depth-averaged correction coefficient is depicted in Figure 7d. As shown in this figure,
the local maximum values of this correction coefficient occur in the curvilinear flow region where
the streamlines are moderately sloped and sharply curved. Furthermore, the profile of the correction
coefficient follows a similar trend to the simulated values of the relative free-surface curvature term.
It is obvious from Figure 7c,d that for convex free-surface flow, Ψ < 0 which corresponds to Φ < 1.0.
The opposite is true for the case of concave flow. All these facts demonstrate that the magnitude of
the correction coefficient depends mainly on the relative curvature of the flow, more weakly on the
free-surface slope. The foregoing discussion highlights the importance of the higher-order curvature
terms and their contribution to the correction coefficient term in Equation (17).
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For all flow problems, in which both strong streamline vertical curvatures and steep slopes
prevail, the free-surface and bottom-pressure profiles were simulated reasonably well by the proposed
steep-slope form of the non-hydrostatic depth-averaged model. The overall comparison results
revealed that such a type of model is suitable for analysing curvilinear flow problems with continuous
free-surface profiles in steeply sloping channels. For other types of problems where turbulence effects
are important such as rapidly-varied flows with discontinuous free-surface profiles, curvilinear flow
models based on a momentum approach are appropriate to investigate the problems. The outcomes
of this work are pertinent to discharge measurements in open channel systems which are commonly
carried out by constructing flow-measuring structures of various geometric shapes. In the following
section, higher-order critical flow conditions based on the current model will be developed and applied
to simulate the discharge characteristics of a round-crested weir. It is important to note that the selected
experimental data for verifying the proposed method is free of surface tension and viscosity effects.

5. Critical Flow Conditions in Curvilinear Free-Surface Flows

Critical flow is an intermediate flow state between subcritical and supercritical flows in which
the specific energy attains a minimum value for a constant discharge or conversely, it is a flow state
corresponding to a maximum discharge for a constant specific energy head [22]. In practice, the critical
flow section serves as a control section for establishing a unique relationship between the flow depth
and discharge. The precise location of such a control section is dependent on the shape of the artificial
control structures such as a weir. As pointed out by Jaeger [18], conditions of critical flow can occur
in the immediate neighbourhood of the maximum bottom elevation. Using such conditions for a
round-crested weir flow problem, the relationship between the minimum specific energy (E = He − Z)
and the critical depth can be obtained by differentiating Equation (10a) with respect to H, while the
discharge remains constant (Zx ∼= 0 and ω2 = 1).
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dE
dH

= 1− q2

gH2
CR

Γ1 −
q2

gH3
CR

Γ2 = 0 (18a)

Γ1 =
Hxx

3
+

Zxx

2
= −

(
2Rbω3/2

1 + Rs

6RbRs

)
(18b)

Γ2 = ω1

(
α +

(Hx)
2

3

)
(18c)

where Rb and Rs are the radii of curvature of the bed and the free-surface streamline, respectively;
and HCR is the crest or the critical flow depth. In the absence of measured data, the radius of the
free-surface streamline at the crest can be estimated by [7,18]

Rs ∼= Rb + ω0HCR (18d)

where ω0 is a distribution parameter. Based on Fawer’s experimental data for free flow over a
circular-crested weir, Jaeger [18] suggested a value of 2.0 for ω0. Equation (18a) is a higher-order
equation for critical depth, which accounts for the effects of the streamline vertical curvature. If the
geometric characteristics of the free-surface streamline at a critical section are known in addition to
the flow parameters, one can use this equation to predict the critical depth and then the minimum
specific energy for curvilinear critical flow situations. For a particular case of critical section with a
quasi-uniform flow condition (Γ1 = 0 and Γ2 = 1), Equation (18a) simplifies to

q2

gH3
CR

= 1 (19)

As highlighted above, a simplified critical flow approach for flow with curved streamlines can
provide useful solutions for practical flow problems with a fixed channel section for a critical depth
computation. For the case of free-surface flow over a round-crested weir, Equation (18a) can be
rewritten as

H3
CR −

q2Γ1

g
HCR −

q2

g
Γ2 = 0 (20)

In the above equation, Γ2 is always positive. However, the sign of Γ1 depends on the shape of the
streamline curvature. In the case of convex open-channel flows such as free flows over a round-crested
weir, Γ1 is always negative. For such flows, Equation (20) has only one real-valued positive root for the
crest flow depth and can be deduced by the Picard iteration technique. Previous studies by Bos [33]
and Ramamurthy et al. [34] show that the ratio of this depth to the upstream crest-referenced energy
head takes a nearly constant value of approximately 0.72 for a circular-crested weir with upstream
and downstream face slopes being 90◦ and 45◦, respectively. Using the flow depth at the weir crest,
the specific energy of the flow at this section, ECR, can be deduced from Equation (10a), i.e.,

ECR =
q2

ω1gHCR
Γ1 +

q2

2ω1gH2
CR

Γ2 +
HCR
ω1

(21)

For steady flow past an overflow structure, the discharge can be expressed as a function of the
upstream crest-referenced energy head, H1, as [33]

q = CD
2

3
√

3

√
2gH3/2

1 (22)

where CD is the discharge coefficient. Accurate determination of the discharge characteristics of a
round-crested weir requires the application of a hydrodynamic equation that accounts for the effects
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of a non-hydrostatic pressure distribution. The combination of Equations (21) and (22) yields an
expression for the discharge coefficient as

CD =
3
√

3
2

HCR

H3/2
1

(
ω1ECR − HCR
2HCRΓ1 + Γ2

)1/2
(23)

As described by Bos [33], this coefficient takes into account the effects of the streamline vertical
curvature over the crest of such a short-crested type of weir. For modelling the head-discharge
characteristics, ECR is estimated from the upstream crest-referenced head by considering head losses
between the crest section and the upstream gauging station. It is evident that the lowest-order
approximate equation can be recovered from Equation (23) for the case of free-surface flows with
parallel-streamlines. Compared to earlier method by Hager [35], the present method is not restricted
to flow situations with weakly inclined and curved streamlines. It also differs from the Ramamurthy
and Vo [36] potential-flow approach in which the critical flow conditions were not imposed.

The computed crest flow depths and discharge coefficients are compared with experimental
data of Hager [35] and Vo [37]. Hager [35] conducted experimental studies for flows over cylindrical
weirs with radii 44 mm, 57 mm and 90.2 mm. In an analogous manner, Vo [37] carried out detailed
experimental investigations for examining the features of a free flow over circular-crested weirs.
He tested weir models having different radii and face slopes. Test results of weirs with a vertical
upstream face and downstream face slopes of 45◦ and 60◦ were selected to validate the proposed
method. In both experiments, the free-surface profiles and velocity distributions were measured for
different discharges. As shown in Figure 8, the validation result indicates a good correlation between
the numerical and experimental data for the crest flow depth. Similar to the brink section of a free
overfall, the crest section of a circular-crested weir can serve as a control section for establishing
head-discharge relationships by applying experimental and numerical methods in conjunction with
the theory of critical flow, or without resorting to this theory (see, e.g., [21,34,35,37,38]).Fluids 2017, 2, 49 16 of 19 
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Figure 9 provides a comparison of the current method results with the results of semi-empirical
equations proposed by Hager [35], Schmocker et al. [39] and Shayan et al. [40]. The numerical results
of the present method for discharge coefficient compare favourably with experimental data (mean
relative error of less than 5%) and are slightly better than the results of these equations. For the range
of flow considered here (H1/Rb < 7), the discharge coefficient increases with increasing the relative
crest curvature, H1/Rb. This is due to the effects of the gradual increase of the streamline vertical
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curvature over the weir crest. As noted by Ramamurthy and Vo [41], a circular-crested weir acts like a
sharp-crested weir when H1/Rb → ∞ and attains its limiting discharge coefficient value. It is apparent
that the streamline curvature over the weir crest becomes negligible as Rb → ∞ . Consequently, CD
approaches to the theoretical value of 1.0, as depicted in this figure. The overall simulation results of
the round-crested weir flow problem demonstrate that the proposed method is efficient and accurate
in modelling the discharge characteristics of non-hydrostatic flows over such a type of weir.
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6. Conclusions

This study extended the depth-averaged energy model by including not only the effects of the
dynamic pressure but also the effect of steep free-surface slope, which makes the current model entirely
different from the previous Boussinesq-type energy models (e.g., [7,8,10]). Besides, the potential-flow
theory, which is the basis of these models, was not employed to develop the new model. An implicit
scheme of finite differences was implemented to discretise and solve the model equation. The model
was then applied to simulate rapidly-varied flow problems with continuous free-surface profiles and
its results were compared to experimental data and the results of earlier higher-order model and
semi-empirical equations.
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For all test cases, the proposed model accurately predicted the free-surface and bottom-pressure
profiles irrespective of the vertical curvature of the streamline, demonstrating its capacity for handling
flow situations with strong curvilinear effects. Analyses of the comparison results showed that the
weakly-curved flow approximation did not have a significant impact on the results of Equation (1a) for
a non-hydrostatic free-surface flow in a moderately sloping channel. For the case of curved-streamline
flow in a steep-slope channel, however, results from this equation were not quite so accurate. This is
due to the fact that Equation (1a) does not have terms that account for the effects of a hydraulically
steep slope. Although the present model is relatively complex, the significance of the terms was clearly
seen from the model comparison results, particularly for curvilinear supercritical flows in a steeply
sloping channel. The increase of computational effort of this model over the weakly-curved flow
formulation is reasonably small.

As part of the study, a numerical approach based on the theory of curvilinear critical flow was
developed to compute the free-flow discharge coefficient for round-crested weirs. The method was
demonstrated to provide reasonably accurate discharge coefficients for such types of weirs under free-flow
conditions, with a mean relative error of less than 5%. It also overcame the limitations of the conventional
theory of critical flow, which is only applicable to open channel flows with parallel-streamlines.
The proposed method has a potential to be extended and applied as a computational tool for
analysing the head-discharge characteristics of other types of short-crested weirs to a satisfactory
degree of approximation.
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